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While much of the region is made up of sandy desert, other 
landforms include huge rolling sand dunes, tall rocky mountains, 
unusual volcanic fields and steep, rugged cliffs.

The Arabian Peninsula
Many of the world’s most diverse landforms are located in the 
countries of the Arabian Peninsula.

Wadi Rum, Jordan

Landforms of the Arabian Peninsula
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The Rub’ al-Khali is the world’s largest sand desert. It covers 
approximately one-quarter of Saudi Arabia and spreads into three 
other countries: Oman, Yemen and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). 
This desert is known as the “Empty Quarter” because it is made up 
almost entirely of sand. It includes massive dunes that stretch for 
more than 200 kilometres in length and are over 300 metres high.

Sand Dunes
Sand dunes occur in parts of the vast Arabian Desert where  
there is a huge amount of sand. In some areas of the desert, 
enormous sand dunes form in a variety of shapes and sizes.  
Some form long, narrow lines, like rows of low hills. Others are 
U-shaped or star-shaped. 

Rub’ al-Khali, Oman

Think and Talk About …
The shape of sand dunes 
depends on the direction of 
the wind in the desert.
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Sand dunes form when the wind blows tiny sand particles and 
forces them into a sheltered area against rocks, vegetation or other 
obstacles. As more and more sand builds up, the dunes increase  
in size.

One side of most sand dunes has a long, gentle slope. The wind blows 
from this side and moves the grains of sand up the slope to the crest 
of the dune. Some grains then drop down the steep slip face on the 
other side.

The constant action of the wind causes sand dunes to move across 
the desert. Grains of sand get blown up the slope, over the crest and 
down the slip face in a continuous cycle. When they become exposed 
to the wind again, the cycle repeats and the dunes appear to “roll” 
across the desert. 

How a sand dune forms

How a sand dune “rolls”SAMPLE
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There are two mountain ranges near the Red Sea in Saudi Arabia: the 
Hejaz Mountains on the north coast and the Asir Mountains further 
towards the south. The important city of Mecca is located between 
these two mountain ranges.

The region near the Asir Mountains has the highest rainfall in Saudi 
Arabia, so plants can grow well in some places. Crops such as coffee, 
cotton, ginger, vegetables and date palms are grown on mountains 
that have terraced sides.

Mountains
Arabia has a variety of mountain landscapes. The mountains rise 
from the surrounding f lat land. When many mountains are joined 
together, they form a mountain range.

Think and Talk About …
The amount of rainfall is greater  
where there are high mountains. 
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Many different shrubs grow on the lower slopes of the Al Hajar 
mountains. Higher up, there are areas of dense vegetation, where  
wild olive and fig trees grow. There are also rocky outcrops with  
few plants.

The Al Hajar Mountains spread across Oman and the UAE, between 
the coast and the desert. These rough, rocky mountains were formed 
a long time ago when Earth’s crust cracked, and one part of the land 
was pushed up higher than the rest.

Al Hajar Mountains, UAE

Earth’s crust cracked 
to form a mountain.

Earth’s crust

How the Al Hajar Mountains formed
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Many years ago some volcanoes erupted, forcing boiling lava and  
ash up through Earth’s crust from deep beneath the ground. Each 
time they erupted, lava f lowed down the sides of the volcanoes  
and solidified. The volcanoes formed mountains and lava fields, 
where the lava spread across large areas of f lat land. 

Part of western Saudi Arabia is covered by a huge lava field called 
“Harrat Khaybar”. A famous volcano in this area is Jabal Qidr.  
After it erupted, black lava spread over the surrounding land,  
creating an unusual black landscape.

Volcanoes and Lava Fields
Volcanoes occur in parts of the Arabian Peninsula. They have formed 
spectacular landscapes, including unusual mountains, volcanic fields 
and new islands.

How a volcano forms 
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Volcanic Islands

In 2011, a new island formed off the coast of Yemen when an 
underwater volcano erupted. A huge cloud of white smoke  
could be seen over the ocean.

Lava was thrown high into the air when the volcano erupted.  
The lava settled in the water and changed into rock when it cooled. 
The rock built up and formed an island that could be seen above  
the water.

The island was named Sholan. 
Nearby, the island of Jadid 
formed in a similar way in 2013. 

The highest volcano in Harrat Khaybar is Jabal Abyad, or “White 
Mountain”. This is a rare type of volcano because, when it erupted,  
it spurted out cream-coloured lava from deep inside Earth.

Sholan Island forming
White Mountain

Think and Talk About …
Sholan Island is constantly 
being reduced by the action  
of the waves hitting the rock.
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Some very unusual cliffs and rock formations can be seen in the 
region. Although the cliffs are constantly battered by wind or water, 
they are made of rock that does not erode easily.

In Oman, many cliffs are made from limestone. In places, these sheer 
cliffs rise straight out of the ocean and stretch for many kilometres 
along the coast.

Cliffs
Cliffs are found in many parts of the Arabian Peninsula. Some cliffs  
are located along the coast and in mountainous areas. Other cliffs are 
found along the famous wadis of Oman and Jordan.

Wadi Shuwaymiyah
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People in the Landscape
Many people visit the various landscapes of 
the Arabian Peninsula. Some enjoy the range 
of sporting activities available, while others 
prefer sightseeing.

Sandboarding is a very popular sport that 
takes place on sand dunes. It is similar to 
snowboarding, however, instead of sliding 
down snow-covered slopes, people speed 
down the dunes on sandboards.

“Dune bashing” is a type of off-road driving 
on sand dunes. Vehicles travel up and down 
the dunes through vast areas of desert. Some 
people enjoy dune bashing as a hobby, while 
others participate in races that may last for 
several days.

The Moreeb Dunes are among the highest  
in the UAE. Each year, people gather there  
to compete in several organised events.  
They use powerful vehicles to race up and 
down the dunes.

Moreeb Dunes

Think and Talk About …
Four-wheel-drive vehicles used in 
the desert are often fitted with a 
safety roll cage.
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People often hike along the tops of the rocky cliffs of wadis or swim 
through pools of fresh, clear water. Near the end of Wadi Shab, in 
Oman, the pools open out into an underwater cave with a waterfall. 
In other wadis, hikers can see a range of different-coloured rocks as 
they walk further along the valleys.

Towns are often built along wadis. The cliffs provide shelter from the 
harsh, hot weather, and people can enjoy using the fresh water from 
the summer rains.

In the mountains of Arabia, people often drive up the winding roads 
to escape the heat from the land below. They can have a picnic lunch, 
enjoy the scenery and walk along specially designed tracks.

The unusual black and white volcanic mountains of Saudi Arabia are 
special attractions for both tourists and scientists.

Wadi Hadramaut, Yemen
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A Diverse Environment
Arabia is a place of diverse landscapes, where the wind and other 
forces of nature have shaped the environment.

From huge sand dunes to rocky mountain ranges, rare volcanoes and 
sheer cliffs, these are some of the world’s most spectacular landforms.

Glossary
crust (noun) the outer layer of Earth

diverse (adjective) a wide range; many different types

erode (verb) to gradually wear away

erupted (verb) became active and ejected lava and ash

landscapes (noun) large areas of land viewed from a distance;  
the areas have one or more types of 
landforms

limestone (noun) a type of very hard rock

obstacles (noun) things that block the way

particles (noun) grains or very small pieces

sheer (adjective) almost vertical

solidified (verb) became hard or solid

terraced (adjective) having formed level areas of land on a slope

vegetation (noun) any type of plant

Asir Mountains
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The Arabian Peninsula has a range of diverse 

landforms. There are huge rolling sand dunes,  

rocky mountains, unusual volcanic fields and  

rugged cliffs. 

Discover how they were formed and why people 

enjoy visiting these spectacular places.
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